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Abstract— manufacturing enterprise to utilize welding jig. 

Due to categorize as a specific work-holding device for 

particular purpose and conditions, design processes of a 

welding jig has been carried out. The design of welding jig 

has been evaluated from possibility to deflect during its 

operation, and welding jig construction was relatively low. 

This project is to design and fabrication of SAW welding 

45degree non movable tilter just like a jig.  Jig device that 

holds a piece of work. In this jig H beam welding will be 

done by submerged arc welding machine with the help of 

non-moveable tilter. The size and Shape of SAW machine 

non moveable tilter is more convenient. SAW machine 45 

degree non movable tilter is fully fabricated by steel. During 

design process various factors considered. Non moveable 

tilter fully based on angle degree. 

Keywords: Angle degree, Thickness of material use in tilter 

fabrication process, size etc. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Welding jig is one of most supporting equipment required in 

assembly line especially for those whose associated with 

metal to metal joining processes. The use of this equipment 

as the work-holding device is to ensure the product quality 

can meet a specific standard. Besides, the existence of 

welding jig can also be attributable to process cycle times 

reduction thus production cost savings and productivity 

improvement.  

Many fabrication industries are classified as 

medium-scale manufacturing industry that sometimes is 

recognized operating at low productivity level. Therefore, 

the assembly processes tend to be conducted without 

adopting the best manufacturing practices. This is 

commonly by negating the utilization of work-holding 

devices such as welding jigs. Never the less, the requirement 

for welding jigs for this such industry is still of value 

primarily for cost savings before improving their product 

competitiveness.  

SAW (submerged arc welding) use in large 

industries for long length welding and maximum size 

welding required area so saw machine may use. There are 

many welding processes but “why we use this welding 

process”? 

Because this welding process less human effort and 

less skill person and large productivity to use. full length 

heavy column  and heavy beam can welding by saw 

machine because human feel uneasy during this large length 

welding process. Tilter is required for during welding 

process. When without tilter do welding take a lot of time. 

Saw machine have a welding tip of nozzle is nearly 

numerous attachments. Column or Beam flange touch to the 

nozzle attachment. So we tilt the job / work piece at 

45degree. So numerous attachments do not touch during 

welding. Safe and easy welding. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

1) Mechnol:- The  paper  gave  a  detailed  definition  of 

jigs and fixtures, and also identified the numerous 

advantages that are associated with the use of jigs and 

fixtures in manufacturing to include: production 

increase, cost reduction, interchangeability and high 

accuracy of parts, reduction of the need for inspection 

and quality control expenses, reduction of accident as 

safety is improved, automation of machine tool to an 

appreciable extent, easy machining of complex and 

heavy components, as well as low variability in 

dimension which leads to consistent quality of 

manufactured products. 

2) Jeffery. J .Madden:- There are all types and designs of 

welding positioners; some have fixed tables that are 

always vertical, which are called headstock positioners. 

The type where the table tilts on geared segments that 

also rotate and a variable speed in both directions are 

most often just called welding positioners. These are 

used to weld and position everything from pipe to tanks 

just about anything that you need to rotate or position in 

the flat for a smooth fluid smooth weld. The tilting 

positioners also are rated for the amount of tilt torque. 

The rating is not only from the face plate away, it is 

also the rating from the Centre of the positioner table 

out. This is a important factor if you are going to be 

welding offset loading like pipe elbows and Tees.  

3) C.m. tan:- Jig is a device used to clamp workpiece in a 

specific location so that the mechanical process is  

properly guided. Jigs are independent devices which 

fastened to the machine table. The jig also  need   equip  

with   clamping   system   which   is  strong   enough  to 

withstand   the  forces during operation without 

damaging the workpiece surface .Sheet metal of 

titanium alloy will be used in the welding process. In 

the industry of aerospace, material of titanium alloys 

was widely used due to their characteristic of high 

corrosion resistance, high strength-to-weight ratio, and 

high strength at elevated temperatures. This material 

widely used in product of airframes and aircraft engine 

due to its good weld ability, stability and strength at 

elevated temperature.. Manufacturing cost is always 

concerning issue by aerospace manufacturing which to 

optimize the operation hour and process time .MIG 

welding process is a semi-automatic process that used 

consumable wire electrode and shielding gas. MIG 

welding or even any  welding  process  also  cause 

distortion to the workpiece. 

4) ErnieA.Daitao:- Welding is a conventional method used 

in joining metals, but a device known as the jig 

accompanies it. Griffin (1994) stressed that it is the 

process of joining pieces of metal together by heating 

the edge until they begin to melt and then pressing them 
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together. Trewhella (1939) also added that such a 

process, a jig is needed to set, clamp, and release the 

metal after applying to weld. Hesse (2001) confirmed 

the assembly of parts of the structure has a high 

demand, especially in the metal industry working on 

jigs and fixtures. The development of the MAWJ was a 

product of the ambiguities and problems of the previous 

design. The jig developed by De Vogt (1954) can 

perform clamping and is manually operated using a 

screw. Another jig developed by Tierney (1955) used to 

screw in clamping the material using a rotatable screw 

to secure the inner of the clamping bar rotatably but is 

also manually operated. The jig developed by Wong 

(2005) has a 3-axis workpieces by providing X, Y, and 

Z clamping surfaces but manually operated even though 

a quick-acting button offers it. Anti-spatter substance 

(phosphate) is applied to the parts of the jig to make it 

spatter free. Its head is moving in or out but is done 

individually by turning the corresponding threaded shaft 

clockwise or counterclockwise to adjust for different 

sizes of workpieces. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The welding jig non movable tilter designed based on a 

experience, and observation of the fabrication and welding 

process stages conducted in the location of the 

manufacturer, Shree alloys plant. The concepts of welding 

jig non movable tilter tilter design can be proposed through 

brainstorming and discussions. The ideas of welding jig then 

were selected to fulfill the user requirements utilizing user 

experience method. 

A. Features: 

 Low initial cost 

 Low tooling cost 

 Easy & Quick setting 

 Easy Handle 

 User friendly 

 No maintenance 

B. Applications: 

 Welding  of long length H beam and column  

 small industries that’s haven’t  no. of welders   

IV. WELDING NON-MOVABLE TILTER DESIGN   

The principle of either any jigs or fixtures is highly based on 

movable fixture. The locator is to locate the work piece on a 

definite location so that it can be easy to mark it out during 

the process. Meanwhile, clamping design is to secure the 

position of work piece fixed when the operational forces are 

applied.  

The design of selected welding non-movable tilter 

jig was then be developed following geometry and size. In 

this is to ensure adequate with prospective users so that it 

can be operated comfortably and efficiently. Furthermore, 

materials used for the built welding non-movable tilter jig 

were market commercially available in sizes and shapes. 

A. Tilter specification: 

 
1) Total Length of Tilter – 1428 mm. 

2) Total Height of Tilter – 1147 mm. 

3) Total Width of Tilter – 300 mm. 

4) Plate Thickness Use in Tilter – 10, 8 mm. 

5) Angle of Degree of Tilter – 45' 

 
BILL OF MATERIAL 

  
S.No. P. No. PART DESCRIPTION QTY. 

1 1 ISMC 300 LG.1572 1 

2 2 ISMC 300 LG.1572 1 

3 3 PL. 10*300*1412 1 

4 4 PL. 8*1123*1123 1 

5 5 PL. 8*331*402 1 

6 6 PL. 8*166*692 2 

7 7 PL. 8*300*412 1 

8 8 PL. 8*300*1147 1 
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V. CONCLUSION 

Welding jig is an essential work holding device necessary 

on the manufacturing plant. Though only implemented on 

the small portion of work as in this study, it would refine the 

process sequences to be more productive. This is indicated 

from the cycle times reduction, long length heavy H beam 

and column welding complete in short period of time. 
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